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What core responses need rest?
A tool designed by Dr Mel Baker to help with fatigue

This is a self-guided tool to help you understand what areas need rest in this moment for you. 
This can change daily, so when you feel fatigued, this tool will help you discover which of your 
core responses need rest and which of them are available to revitalise you. 

It is important that you answer each area what is most true for you in this moment. Each core 
response will have two sets of scales that describe that area. From 0 to 10, write the number in 
the box on the right that is closest to how you feel today in this moment.

Physical

passive active10 5 0

tense relaxed10 5 0

Mental

drained engaged10 5 0

think cloudy think clearly10 5 0

Emotional

lifeless expressive10 5 0

turbulent calm10 5 0

Spiritual

disconnected connected10 5 0

impassive responsive10 5 0

Social

depleted boosted10 5 0

withdrawn lively10 5 0

Physical

Add the 2 boxes in each category together and place the total in the boxes below.

Mental Emotional Spiritual Social

The higher the number out of 
20, the more exhausted you 
are in that area. If you have 
any low scores (0-10), then do 
something in that area to re-
energise you. Some 
suggestions are on the next 
page as well.



Tuning into yourself helps to understand what is really going on internally. I’ve given you some 
suggestions on what to do when you feel exhausted to when you feel energised in each core response.

Exhausted = 15-20 total Depleted = 10-15 Tired = 5-10 Energised = 0-5 

Physical Suggestion

Physically exhausted Rest body, nap, sleep

Physically depleted Check fruit, veggies, fibre, vitamin input 

Physically tired Exercise session

Physically energised Smile be proud and move!

Mental Suggestion

Mentally exhausted Rest mind: art, music, meditation, exercise

Mentally depleted Above + gentle walk (if you are physically ok)

Mentally tired Be mindful, be present to yourself & needs

Mentally energised Use it!

Emotional Suggestion

Emotionally exhausted Calm feelings, work out what is troubling you

Emotionally depleted Simple mind / body activities

Emotionally tired Be present, let go, be gentle on you

Emotionally energised Be creative! Be innovative! 

Spiritual Suggestion

Spiritually exhausted Listen to uplifting music

Spiritually depleted Express yourself: pray, meditate, journal

Spiritually tired Yoga, slow movements, walk in nature

Spiritually energised Encourage and support others

Social Suggestion

Socially exhausted Withdraw as you need to, catch your breath

Socially depleted Go into nature, read, create art

Socially tired Check in: do you need time out or be with others?

Socially energised Party! Celebrate! Enjoy!

Over time you will know what you need to do in the moment to put that spark back in you. When we listen to 
ourselves internally and ask what we need, the answer will come. You can also become more aware of your 
physical and emotional signs – are you rushing? Are you in pain? Are you getting clumsy? Do you have a 
headache? Are you hungry? Are you irritable? Are you bored? Is something going on?

I hope this has helped you. Reach out if you want to ask a question or share how you go. My door isn’t always 
open, but when I am able, I will always respond. 

Go well, Mel 
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